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CITY EDITION

parts of the state this anernoon ai
tended the funeral of George Gerald
Lippiatt, organizer for the United
Mine Workers, who was killed in a
revolver battle' with detectives at
Trinidad Saturday. Miss Edith Green
fiancee of the murdered man, also
attended the services.

THAW

Cli

THAT CURRENCY

BILL I
rant from Washington, charging the
woman with having come to this
country for an immoral purpose. Cap
H
WORK.
DISCUSSED DY
tain Connell was unable to say whether the woman would be deported or
held as a witness for the federal grand
IS
ON
jury In its scheduled investigation of
RS
her charges against Prince Sulkowski,
SUICIDE PACT CLAIMS TWO
who was married in this city eeently
IN
Aug. 22. Roy Gross, ALLEGES-EFFORto Miss Marie Louise Freese,
DEFENDANT
inaianapolls,
WHITE SLAVE
a
IS BEING MADE KEYNOTE SPEECH BY A BARTON
22, and an unidentified woman are
Los
The
CASE
ASSERTS THAT HE HAS
Angeles girl.
prince
TO
PREVENT
Note to Constitutionalists cod fluerta Followers at La Boquilla wealthy
HIM
HEPBURN CRITICISED GOVERNFROM JOURdead here today as a result of what
and his bride left Vancouver, B. C,
RESPECT
GREAT
FOR
GIRL
NEYING
TO
MENT MEASURE AND OFFERS
HIS
OWN
is
HOME
that
believed
Hint
of
Sounds
Violence
IN
for
Retribution
Rider
to have been a suicide
Carries
for the Orient last week.
WITH WHOM HE WENT TO RENO pact. Gross was dead when found
PENNSYLVANIA.
SUBSTITUTE
PLAN
Which May Be Visited on Citizens of this Country.
The woman was unconscious and died
GARRISON AT CHEYENNE
several hours later. Earl Pritchard,
Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 22. Secretary WILL NOT DISCUSS RELATIONS' in
M'ADOO'S VIEWS MAY BE TOLD
whose home the tragedy occurred, WILL WRITE HIS EXPERIENCES
of War Lindley M. Garrison, accom
after being awakened shortly after
ACTION TAKEN AT LAST BY ADMINISTRATION panied by Brigadier General Ayleshlre
midnight by the odor of poison, found PRISONER AT SHERBROOKE PASS GEORGE
and se?ral attaches, will arrive in FRIENDS AND RELATIVES UNSUC- the
M, REYNOLDS, WHO DIScouple lying with their arms about
CESSFUL, AS ARE COUNSEL, IN
BAD NIGHT AND FAILS
ES
Cheyenne this evening. The party
CUSSED
TO
SITUATION WITH SECeach other.
will be met by a committee composed
TRYING TO GET HIM TO TELL
EAT ANY BREAKFAST; IS READRETARY
OF TREASURY, MAY
OF INTIMACY.
Penrose Resolution. Asking that Safety of Hulse and Others Be of Governor Joseph M. Carey of WyoING GREAT DEAL.
TELL WHAT HE LEARED.
PRAYERS FOR DEATH ANSWERED
ming, D. W. Gill, mayor of
Assured Brings Forth Some Result, Following Debates in Senate; and a representative of the Cheyenne,
Yonkers, N. Y., Aug. 22 Ruth HamIndustrial
'San Francisco Aug. 22. "No mat- ilton died
Here-Thi22
Sherbrooke, Aug. 22. Thaw ap
Chicago, Aug.
The national
List
club.
of
Those
The
in
will
in
today, in answer to her
Week,
be
at
Fort
Fuller,
night
Engineer
spent
Reported
this morning to have spent conference of bankers and members
Brief
peared
D. A. Russell, which post will be in- ter what happens to me, I shall not prayers.
lucidness
of
periods
Be
Held
to
Danger; "Perpetrators of Any Outrage
Personally
statement made by Miss during the night which alternated a restless night. His hair was dis of the currency reform session of the
spected tomorrow. The war secre- deny aiiy
Lola
American
Noris
Forces
that
Message,
Intimating
regarding the Reno elope- with long lapses into unconsciousness heveled, his collar awry and his eyes American Bankers' association open
Responsible" Says
tary will leave early Sunday morning
I have the greatest respect for were spent by the
ment.
for
Denver.
girl in praying that staring. His breakfast had not been ed here today with a "keynote" ad
Might Cross Line.
Miss Norris and would rather go to she might join her boy lover, Charles touched. He said
again today that dress by A. Barton Hepburn as chair,
man. It was heard by representative
life
throw
for
than
a
who
of
shadow
jail
shot
killed
Rich,
to
he
and
himself
be
able to give an
hoped
BATTLESHIPS IN COLLISION
doubt cn the WJuracr cf her tsz- - after mortally wounding her Wednesof his escape. Today he was bankers from all parts of the country.
22. The
Ausr.
Sweden.
lualmo,
Washington, Aug. 22. Curt warning questing the president to take the
day night. They had been sweet- jotting down notes of the incidents. He criticised features of the Owen-Glas- s
tomny."
to both the Huerta and constitutional- necessary steps to place United States? Swedish battleship Odcn today colwas
a few months and had agreed He had been supplied with the New
This
hearts
statement
the
currency gill and advocated a
made
today
ist commander at La Boquilla, Chi- troops in Mexico for the protection of lided with and sank the Swedish gun
central
bank with branches instead oj
die
York
"Toito
Montreal
who
and
together.
F.
read
Drew
and
Jmat
Caminetti,
Urd, while fleet maneuvers were by
goes
papers
huahua, Mexico, that the United American's lives and property.
regional reserve banks,
in
next
word
trial
on
the
case.
ill
United
his
sound.
in
every
the
The
crew
Tuesday
bearing
progress
El Independiente follows its article,
States will hold them personally reGeorge M. Reynolds, president of
States district court under an indict
The "inside" motive for the immi
of the gunboat was saved.
sponsible for any violence
against with an editorial note, assuring its
the Continental and' Commercial NaMann
ment
violation
of
the
charging
Americans by "any one claiming mili- readers that the action o Senator
WOOL FIGHT OPENS gration authorities causing the tional bank of this city, who recently
white1 slave traffic act, under which
Thompson case to be postponed is had a
tary authority,", was sent today by Penrose expresses only such personal
conference with. Secretary
I. Diggs, was
his
Maury
that the charge against him is pun of the long
companion,
RAINSTORM
DELAYS
Secretary Bryan through American opinion and does hot reflect the senMcAdoo with refer-erenc- e
Treasury
convicted
last Wednesday night.
ishable only with a fine. He could
Consul Letcher at Chihuahua City.
IN
SENATE
timent of the United States nor the
to the currency bill, said that
WITH
Marshall B. Woodworth, of counsel
pay this and, leave. The warrant from he might disclose the Interview with;
Nv. Sryati Instructed Mr. Letcher to attitude of American people.
the
for
stated
that
Duchess
defense,
'
today
county charging him with con the delegates before the meeting was
"Therefore, the writer adds, "it
delht)- his message to La Boquilla by
Caminetti
would take the stand in
is
not regarded as sufficient over.
spiracy
not
should
our
wound
....
MANY
TALKING
courier and secure an answer.
patriotism."
his own behalf, but would not deny
basis for extradition. To patch up
' His answer was in response to a reAmong the two hundred or more
,
the story that is to be told by Miss
this
more time is needed. bankers present were Festus J. Wade
AT RATON
Toi Read Resume in ' Person
quest by Senator Penrose for action
the
the
broke
Thaw
government
chargNorris,
from his lawyers of St. Louis, John Perrin of Los Anaway
girl
c2.
President
to protect S. C. Hulse, Chief Engineer
Washington, Aug.
LA FOLLETTE BREAKS
RECORD
es Caminetti took to Iteno.
last night to frame a telegram to a geles, Luther Drake of Omaha, Sot
Fuller and other Americans in the Wilson will personally read his mesBY OFFERING AN AMENDMENT
"Caminettl's story will not be the
friend in Pittsburgh, saying that he Wexler of Now Orleans, E. F. Swinney
plant of the Mexican Northern Power sage on Mexico to both houses of IDENTITY OF DEAD MAY BE ES.
CALLING FOR 15 PER CENT AD
same as that told by Miss Norris,"
of Kansas City, J. F. Sartori of Los
(Thaw) had telegraphed through
and Irrigation company
congress Monday outlining what had
TABLISHED
NOTETHROUGH
VALOREM ON FIRST GRADE
said Woodworth, "but the girl's story
Stone of Angeles, Charles G, Dawes of Chicago,
third party to
BOOK IN POCKET
Secretary Bryan's telegram follows: been done by the United States to
OF DEAD
in the main will not be denied." Cam
him to appeal J. A, Corbett of Denver, R. L, Duham
"Information having been received bring about peace. He worked pracFOREMAN IS PRESENT HOPE
Washington,,
Aug. 22. The free Pennsylvania asking
inetti will not difAss his relations
to
of
in his be-- , of Portland, Ore., George H. Prince
State
Bryan
Secretary
by this government that threats of tically all today ou It. Except for a
in
senate
wool fight
the
opened today
Miss
is
and
with
Norris.
ft
was the of St. Paul, T. W, Boyer of Salt Lake
he
attorney
added
Thaw
half.
conference with ..Secretary
violence and death have been made short
that
with Senator Warren of Wyoming
Trinidad, Cot,, Au. 22 A heavy
against Fuller, Hulse and others at Bryan the president denied himself rainstorm last, night which caused ad- his relatives have been unsuuecessful leading the onslaught against the tar- victim of some underhand influence City, F. Terrell of San AEtowo, M. F.
La Boquilla, this government deems to all visitors and worked alone In ditional rock falls, delayed recuers in- in their attempts to get him to tell iff bill. Free wool he described as from some other state exercised to Backus of Seattle, R. L. Rjitter of
A rumor that Camit proper to say that if any violence his study in the White House.
"uncalled for, cruel and" unwise." He prevent his journeying to his own Wash., and delegates representing
definitely In their efofrts to recover of these matters.
state banking associations and 173
is visited to any American citizen
The message will summarize the the bodies of E. D. Stancell and two inetti would plead guilty and throw predicted ruin for wool growers and home."
there or elsewhere by one claiming principal points made in the note others caught in a cave-iclearing house associations.
in the old himself on the mercy of the court was high prices for mutton.
Thompson Hearing Put Off
denied by the defendant and counsel promises of the president and the
civil or military authority the United presented by John Lind and the con- Raton tunnel, Wednesday:
Demand that attempts to obtain cur
The hearing in the case of self- States will hold personally responsi- tentions of the Huerta government in
Coroner C. M. Bayne of Raton hopes today.
democratic party, he said, had been styled "Mitchell Thompson," arrested rency legislation at the present sesble the perpetrators thereof.
reply. The full text of both com- to establish the idently of the bodby the immigration authorities charg- sion of congress be abandoned and
repudiated.
"Courier should ascertain condi- munications will be presented jto con- ies by means of a memorandum book
ed with aiding a lunatic Harry K. that a new currency bill be drafted
to
recent
a
resolution
Responding
tions of all foreigners at La Boquilla gress as exhibits,
Thaw in crossing the Canadian fron-teir- , by a commission composed of reprethat is said to be in Stancell's
by Senator Sutherland, Secretary
OFFICIALS
and report with reply the officer in
No recommendations for action will
was postponed until Friday next. sentation of the government, members
estimated that importers hav
statecharge makes to this government's be made by the president's
ing merchandise in American ware Thompson was arrigned shortly after of the American Bankers' association
ment is expected to reiterate the at- CONCILIATION TO BE DISCUSSED
message."
CONTINUE EFFORT TO houses under bond awaiting the new o'clock. F. Campbell, acting joint- - and representatives of the National
The reference to the protection of titude of this government and inditariff rates would save about $10,- - lyfor the dominion department of im Chamber of Commerce for presentaWashington, Aug. 22. Progressive
American citizens elsewhere was cate that only on the basis therein republicans identified with the "conmigration and the Duchess county tion to the national legislature at its000,000.
STOP STRIKE
taken as Indicative of the attitude outlined can negotiations with the ciliation" committee selected at the
Senator La Follette introduced his (New York) officials, asked that the next session, was, made by James B.
of the United States in the protection Huerta government be continued.
Chicago conference will take up at
substitute for the wool schedule, the case be put over on the ground that Forgan of Chicago in a series of re
of Americans wherever their safety is
White house officials reel that the at once with Chairman Hilles of the
lowest ever offered by a republican. documents from Matteawan, showing solutions embodying a number of ob
GOVLIEUTENANT
threatened.
reading of the message will itself be republican national committee the GOVERNOR,
It proposes a duty of IS per cent ad that Thaw had been confined there jections to the Owen-Glas- s
measure.
ERNOR AND LABOR COMMISa factor in the situation, serving per- question of
a
reorganvalorem on raw wool. Raw wools of and is insane, had not arrived here.
"The present currency bill is un
calling' general
SIONER CONFER AT DENVER
Fuller Here Wednesday
haps further to emphas'ze that the ization convention. The original plan
Thompson came into court disguis- workable, impracticable,
the second grade would be free. His
and fundaON MEDIATION PLANS
W. B. Fuller, chief engineer of the United States will under no circum- was to call a meeting of the national
ed
by a pair of smoked glasses. Pic- mentally bad, and In
proposed 15 per cent on first grade
my
opinion it
constituMexican Northern Power and Irriga- stances recognize any but
committee within 60 days of the adwool is what was agreed on by demo- tures o "Gentleman Rogers" Thomp- cannot be remedied by amendment,"
Denver, Aug. 22 Secretary of State crats on
of
York
New
had
arrived
son
tion company, mentioned in press tional government In Mexico. The journment of congress. Senator Cumduring said Mr. Forgan. "An
the ways and means comattempt to enB. Pearce,
labor com- mittee
dispatches as being at La Boquilla. effect of the unyielding attitude of mins and other leaders have determ- James
before President Wilson insist- the night, however, and Sheriff Horn-bec- force it in its present form would
Labor Com- ed on free wool.'
of Duchess county, holding one
was here Wednesday and looked over the United States Is said to be al- ined to urge Chairman Hilles to act missioner, and Deputy
bring about the most damnable con' '
E. V. Brake were in conmissioner
and gazing at the prisoner,
these
an
the Camfield project.
of
of,
ready apparent.
as
adjournthe prospect
at once,
traction of currency ever seen in any
over
Ammons
with
ference
Governor
Lind
John
from
said: "Who could miss it; it certainly
Dispatches today
He left Wednesday night for New
ment of congress is remote.
It should be rewritten from
country.
the labor situation of the southern
is Roger." Thompson said not a word.
York, promising to return and make indicate that Mexican administration
the ground up. It is not our fault
HEAT
WAVE
KANSAS
The
ccal
fields.
officials
discussed
a complete inspection of the project. would not act without further parleys.
that the bill was drafted by men who
the differ-eace- s
pans for compromising
He declared he had been ' forced to The Huerta government, it is expectknew nothing about the subject they
ALLEGED
PLANS
PEACE
GAINING
BRYAN'S
the
coal'
'
and
between
new
operators
ground
BROKEN EFFECTUALLY
leave Boquilla because !'6f threats ed, is looking about for
22. Secretary were dealing with. I talked with the
,Aug.
Washington,
tleir
employes.
on
the
renew
to
which
negotiations.
of death at the hands' of Mexicans.
Bryan's peace plan will be laW form- chairman, of the house committee In
At the close of the conference this
Another factor which contributes to
CASE OPENS UP AT
He told a story of excessive hardships
BY
I1ANY
before the conference of tlie in- charge of the bill and he wrong his
SHOWERS
ofally
afternoon
administration
of
while
officials,
the
apparendured in reaching the Mexican line the optimism
terparliamentary union at The Hague hands In despair and admitted he was
In Euently hopeful as to the outcome of
and crossing into the United States ficials is a reported disposition
September 1 by Senator Burton of incompetent to deal with the probALBDQDEKQUE
to
the labor controversy, declined
rope to deny the Huerta government
and safety.
make any definite announcement re- RAINFALL COMES TOO LATE TO Ohio, who will sail from New York lem."
any further loans pending the outSAVE MANY CROPS BUT WATER tomorrow as one of the American
A committee on resolutions consisf-In- g
come of the efforts of the United
garding the progress made toward inHayes Is Murdered
MRS. LILLIAN B. NEFF DETAINED
ARE
He is also one of the seven
SUPPLIES
REPLENISHED
members,
of four members each from the
about
the
to
peace.
in
States
coal
fields.
bring
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 22. Edward
COMPLAINT suring peace
AT SANTA FE ON
AND STREAMS RUNNING. .
members of a special committee rep- currency commission of the American
Hayes of Buffalo, N. Y., time deeper
OF A FORMER HUSBAND WHO
resenting Russia, Germany Austria, Bankers' association, the State BankWrks Returns to Capital
Quiet at Trinidad
for the Madera Lumber
' (
company,
CHILDREN J"
CLAIMS
Kansas City, Aug. 22. After nearly France, Belgium, Greece and the Unit- ers' association and the
22. Believing
Los
22.
Col.,
Aug.
Aug.
Angeles,
Complete
In
Trinidad,
clearing house
was murdered by Mexican federals
in the southern fields has fol- a month of high temperatures that ed States, charged with planning a associations was appointed to conquiet
Madera when the federals attacked the Mexican situation so acute that
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 22. Mrs.
lowed the adjournment of the annual have hung on Kansas and parts of permanent Hague court Secretary sider the resolutions and report to
and took the town from Pancho he should be In his ea nt Washingdetained
was
of
Denver
B.
Neff,
Missouri and Oklahoma, breaking all Bryan's peace plan, under which na- the conference.
,
meeting of the Coloraao Federation
Villa's rebels last week, according to ton, Senator Works left Los Angeles
on telegraphic information
here
in
records for intensity and duuration, tions would bind themselves to subremain
today
he
should
said
deHe
here
the
of Labor
yesterday and
Americans arriving here today. The today.
from Albuquerque just as she yas parture for Denver last night o burning up corn and other latecrops mit grievances to arbitration and deGlass Answers Critcisrrr
federals also killed an American ne- Washington until the end of the specthe train for Denver, chirg-in- Labor Commissioner E. V. Brake, and producing desperate drought con- fer preparations for war meanwhile
when
of
ial
boarding
session
congress, although
Aug. 22. Carter Glass,
Washington,
gro, whose first name was Tom, beher with kidnaping. Mrs. fteff Governor Amnions' envoy in the con- ditions In many sections, the heat will be laid before the special com- of the house banking
cause he tried to prevent them taking he returned to Los Angeles ten days
committeo, made
was accompanied by her two children, troversy between the United Mine wave throughout the three Btates was mittee and later before the parlia- a brief
to the personal-criticism- '
the company horses from the corral. ago he had planned to remain here
reply
today
union.
ses- Lillian and Marguerite.
Her former Workers of America and the coal op- broken effectually today, according to mentary
The federals were tinder command of until the beginning of the regular
James iG. Forgan at
by
husband. John B. Neff, alleges,' that erators of District No. 15. John Law-son- , reports to the United States weather
conference In Chicago.
Francisco Cordova and Americans say sion.
President she is taking them away from lm.
favors
Works
Senator
member of the national executive bureau.
"I modestly raid to Mr. Forgan,"
McCALL TAMMANY NOMINEE
they killed Hayes because they
Mrs. Neff has divorce papers (Igned committee of the United Mine Workand declared that inWith a drop of 10 to 20 degrees in
New; York, Aug. 22. Edward E. said Mr. Glass, "lhat not being a
thought he hadbeen too cordial with Wilson's policy
should
he the last resort in the Denver county court JJy 12, ers, accompanied Brake to Denver.
tervention
temperatures that daily have ranged McCall, chairman of the elate public practical banker, I felt
the rebel officers while the rebels
myself at great
1910 giving her the custody Of the
of the United Slates.
held the town.
Frank J. IW3 national Ice presi- above the 100 mark came heavy rains service commission, announced today disadvantage in 'dealing with, the queswhile
two
children. About
years ag
dent of the union, who claims power over wide sections and further preci- that the would accept the offer of tion. That was all said, la the
The Americans say they saw the
privfederals ride up, talk to Hayes a few ADMITTED MISTRESS OF PRINCE she was in a nurses' training'school, to call a strike if he deems It neces- pitation was forecasted.
Tammany hall leaders to be their acy of my room. His' statement a&
22.
Clara
Mrs.
Los Angeles, Aug.
she alleges, Neff stole the chihren and sary in order to secure recognition,
At 11 o'clock the temperature here candidate for mayor of New York quoted is as false aa hia violationseconds and then shoot him down.
of
Melcher, the VIenesse laundress, who took them to San Diego. ' liter she Btated today that he would remain was 75, or 16 degrees below that of City. Charles F. Murphy, leader of
is
personal
privacy
gross."
accused Prince Stanislaus Sulkowski learned that he had marriid again here indefinitely- - No developments yesterday. The weather bureau at Tammany hall, asked Mr. McCall
Mexican Newspapers Silent
of Austria of hacing induced her to and mcved to Albuquerque
s
Mexico City, Aug. 22. All the
are expected locally until Commis- Topeka, Kan., reported a temperature early today, at the conclusion of a
FIFTY MINERS KILLED
She came to New MexicV and had sioner Brake returns.
of Mexico City' luday print come to this country tot Immoral purof 20 degrees below the average of long conference of organization leadEansalore. India, Aug.
without editorial comment Washing- poses, was taken into custody here started back with ihe children when
the last 13 days, following scattered ers, It he would head Tammany's sewere killed today whe
ton dispatches telling of the Introduc- today by immigration officials.
she was detained. Neff fa August
showers through central Kansas. Oth- lection for the municipal tr'.ict. Mr.
Union Men Attend Funeral
in which Ihev
p" .ri.-Mrs. Melcher was placed under ar- 19 filed, suit for divorce fr&i his sec
tion in the United States senate by
er points reported 8 to 23 degrees McCall requested a few hours time to the Mysore .;olfi mine IV"! n
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 22.
Senator Penrose of a resolution re- - rest by Captain Charles T. Connell, ond wife at Albuquerque.
consider.
torn of the shaft.
Delegations of labor unions from all drops.
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the first election, have been eligible
BILL" ENDS
for election to the presidency. Had "BUFFALO
;
wouli
care
he
with
1879.
he
slight
ESTABLISHED
played
,
have been able to come before Ihe
LONG CAREER AS
of
.the towm, people and ask th presidency with
trade to the merchants
Published By
once relinbig and little, and attract tourists the ground thet he had
PUBLIC FIGURE
XH?, OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
here would would leave money in New quished It for his country's good.
n.,,u.,tf
4 t IC U...,fi',.,.v,.,'
i
(Incorporated.)
would
have
given
They
undoubtedly
Mexico.
Besides, there are several thousand it to him. His would have been tho FAMOUS FRONTIER CHARACTER
EDITOR men in New Mexico who would be stitngest possible plea and his would
M. M. PADGETT....
RETIRES TO RANCH AT CODY,
benefited physically, mentally and have been the greatest possible ground
REMAINDER
WYO., TO SPEND
hu-morally by a day of good, honest, hard for asking election. He would
OF EVENTFUL LIFE.
r i
work on the public roads. They would got it.
l
What Mr. Huerta "teaily needs is a
set a new Idea of what It means for
Denver, Aug. 22 Colonel William
one to earn his daily bread by the political advisor.
F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) announces that 73
o
Entered tt the postofflce at East sweat of his brow.
Six extra strong values f r our Saturday Evening After Supper
he has definitely retired from public
Las Yogas, New Mexico, for trauv We sincerely trust that Governor
Mayor Gaynor is now experiencing life. Today, by order of the United
should be interested in most of these.
mission through the 1 tited States McDonald will folow the example of dynamic thrills. Somebody left a few State district court, tho property of
malls is lecond class waiter.
the governo rot Missouri and the gov-- ! sticks of dynamite under his window. the Buffalo Bill Wild West and Far
East hows was disposed of at public
ernor of Kansas. Let him invite tr.e
,
Well, there's one pleasant thing sale in this city to satisfy the claims
overnor of Colorado or the governor
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
it relieves of creditors. The sale marks the end
of Arizona to join him in wielding a about this rain anyhow,
Daily, by Carrier
CHILDREN'S $2.50 DRESSES 50c
5c WASH RAGS 2c
0& shovel.
Also, let him press '.nto ser that much mentioned water shortage. of Colonel Cody's career as a showPer Copy
o
secre
So
man.
Tho
exhibitions
far
as
One
officers.
in
a
15 vice the f.'ate
lot of children's qolored dresses includpublic
One Week
separate
Sanitary Wash Rags, each sealed
' If this rain
continues as are concerned he has shot the ashes
thing
a
this
for
63
5c
the
attorney
of
worth
sale,
good
state,
generiu.
each,
ing
special
variety of stVles and colors, sizes 3
One Month
tary
package,
for a stranger will not only from the last cigar and phased the
to 12 years, worth 75c to $2.50 eajh, special,
each
$7.50 the state auditor, the superintendent hoped
One Year
;.
each
I,
SOc
State Treasurer become muddled but muddied in tra- last Indian.
of public schools,
Daily, by Mail
Las Vegas' streets.
of thousands of
Of
the
versing
hundreds
their
all
BUTTONS
with
PEARL
them
of
5c
all
lc
?6.00
Marron
One Year
o
young and old who have visited BufCHILDREN'S 25c ROMPERS 14c
3.00 help would be able to do quite an
Six Months
Good Pearl Buttons in all desirable sizes,
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Regularity of Bowels Very Important
to Health at This Time
At no time of the year should people be more careful of the condition
of their bowels than In hot weather.
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digestion and nothing seems to taste
just right, take

I

i

TPI.

Cutty's Pure Uzli VJJiiskcy

lust Detore meals.
It stimulates the
digestive organs
in a natural way,
properly assimilating the food

fy(s

a great deal of satisfaction
in knowing that yo! can
keep cool and comfortable
during the Summer
months by using some of
the convenient Electrical
Appliances.

aV1

the tissues and or- ,
r
gans Hit. nutri
ment necessary to their sustenance

Sold by moat dnurfrists, grocero end denlors,
m ealod bottles only,
$l.GO. Write
for free doctor f advice price
and book of recipea
tor table a:id tick room.
The Duffy M alt Whi.lcey Co., Rochester. N.Y.

"BocBting is all right if it Is fol-- i
lowed by development which
canl
come only with work. But boosting
without development is worse than
useless. To my mind one builder is
worth a bost of boosters."
More Convicts at Work
Nine more convicts arrived in Albuquerque last night on the evening
train from San Marcial. The men
were at once transferred to the camp
north of the city and this morning
rew at work under the
joined the
direction of the county road board on

The Electric Coffee Percolator enables you
to brew coffee quickly and easily, coffee that
retains all the exquisite, delicious aroma,
the savory taste and the real goodness of
the coffee bean.

With the Electric F3read Toaster, appetizing
toast is conveniently prepared right on your
dining room table.

North Fourth street.
Chairman Beaven of the road board
now has a force of twenty-seveconvicts at work on the North Fourth
street construction and expects to put
the highway in first-clas- s
condition
between the Albuquerque city limits
'
and the Sandoval county line.
n

Raton Raises $3,000 for Roads
Raton, N. M., Aug. 22. With an
immediate subscription of $3,000 for
emergency work and plans for the
issuing of $100,000 in good roads
gonds, Raton business men are
a praiseworthy example to the
rest of the state in the better highways propaganda. Important action
along this line was taken at the meeting of the local Retailers' association
this week. A motion made by Mr.
Morrow and seconded by Mr. Shuler
was carried for the appointment of a
committee to solicit a $3,000 public
subscription fund for immediate use I
in improving conditions
on roads
leading into Raton. The list is to be
arranged for 40 signers, 20 signing
$100 and 20 $50.
Several $100 sub
scriptions were promised by individ
uals present and several for $5(5.
At the suggestion of Mr. Wersonick,
the leading spirit in the cause of per
manent, first class roads for Colfax
county, the secretary was instructed
to correspond at once with progressive
citizens in each precinct throughout
the county, urging- the presence of two
or three deelgates at the fall meeting
of the county good roads association,
to be held in Raton October 3, during
the northern New Mexico fair. At
this time, the question of issuing $100,-00in county bonds for the permanent salvation of the, county road system will he thoroughly discussed.
The secretary was further instructed
to correspond at once with Governor
McDonald, asking a loan of 50 or 60
convicts from the state penitentiary
f6r labor on the state highways in the
county. ,The scenic highway was built
under such an arrangement and the
plan is entirely feasible. State Engineer French will be here this week to
go over the county road situation with
the business men.
In accordance with the formal request by the business men's assocla- -

The Electric Fan, the Electric Curling Iron,
the Electric Grill and many other handy
appliances will aid in making life really
worth living during the "sultry summer

months.

set-ein- g

Las Veges Light a.nd
Power Company
n
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ALL OVER FACE
Festered and Came to Head, Scratching Made Sores. Caused DisfigUsed Cuticura Soap
urement,
and Ointment. Face Now Clear,
1413 E. Genessco Avo., Saginaw, Mich.

--

"Cuticura Soap and Ointment cured me
of a very bad disease of the face without
leaving a scar. Pimples broke
out all over my face, red and
large. They festered and came
to a head. They Itched and
burned and caiised me to
scratch them and make sores.
They said they were seed warts.
At night I was restless from
mien the barber
itching,
would shavo mo my face would
bleed terribly. Thea scabs would form
afterwards, then they would drop off and
seed warts would come back
the
again.. They were on my face for about
nine months and the trouble caused disfigurement while it lasted.
"One day I read in tho paper of tho Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I received a free
sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
it was so much value to me that I bought
a cake of Cuticura Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment at the drug store. Ia about
ten days my face began to heal up. I kept
on using Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
in a vory short time after, the scabs dropped
03 the red spots whore they were vanished
also. My face is now clear of the warts and
not a scar la loft." (Signed) LeKoy C.
O'Brlon. May 12, 1013.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
0c. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
Skin Book. Adeach mailed free, with 32-dress
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will Audit best for skin and acaip.
p.
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Sole Agents

tion last evening, the mayor and city
council will take steps at tlie special
meeting of the council this evening
for the setting aside by proclamation
of Tuesday, August 2G, as a holiday In
Raton in order that every business
man, clerk and citizen of public spirit
may shoulder a spade or pick and devote the entire day to actual labor on
Moihes
road.
the Raton-De- s
The
same plan was worked with splendid

Angeles,

work.

"NED" GREEN IS 45
New York, Aug. 22. E. H. R. Green,
only son of Mrs. Hetty Green and

Rev. Dan Crawford of Airi-cand Rev. Robert J. ("Catch-My-Pal"- )
Patterson of Ireland.

Confidence Well Founded
The implicit confidence that many
people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
founded on their experience in the
use of that remedy and their knowledge of the many remarkable cures
of colic, diarrhoea and dystentery that
success ln June, when 50 tnen from it has effected. For sale by all dealAdv.
the stores and offices spent the day ers.
on the scenic highway in similar

The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bagdad. Ky., had a bad case of kidney

trouble and they feared her health
was permanently impaired. Mr. Mitchell says, "She was in terrible shape
but I got her to take Foley kidney
Pills and now she is completely cur-ed." Women are more liable to have
kidney trouble than men and will find
Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable
and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Qross Drug Store. Adv.
WINONA EI3LE CONFERENCE
Warsaw, Ind., Aug. 22. The nineteenth annual Bible conference at
Lake Winona was inaugurated today
under conditions that promise the
most notable session in the history
of the famous organization. The conference will continue until the end of
the month. The list of speakers is
beaded by Secretary of State William
J. Bryan.
Other persons of note 'on
the program are Dr. G. Campbell Morgan of London, "Gypsy" Smith, Rev.
J. Wilbur Chapman, Bishop Hughes
of San Francisco, Bishop Bell of Los
,

prospective heir to the bulk of the
enormous fortune possessed by his
birthmother, reached his forty-fiftday. Despite the fact that, some day
in all probability he will be one cf
the wealthiest men of America, Mr.
Green is a modest and unassuuroing
man who works hard and indulges in
few hobbies.
The past few years he
has made his home in this city, looking after some of the great financial
interests of his mother, though lie
continues to spend a part of each year
in Texas, where he is interested in
railroads and other enterprises.
Mr.
Gre'en is unmarried.
h

If you sit ln a coo! draft when
are heated and get a stiff neck
lame back, you will he look'rj f.T
something that will ease t' i r
;
Fix your mind on V, VLLALT;
1 r
LINIMENT and don't be
rf
t
it, because it la tho bcrt r
liniment you can
ar.ymIiM
23c, 50c and ?1 'M
Lett: J. ,1
Central Drug Co. Adv.
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ABOLNEW STATUTE REQUIRES NOTICE "PRENATAL CARE" SUBJECT 6f SECRETARY OF INTERIOR
OF
BY SECTION
MONOGRAPH
ISHES OLD PLAN OF DESIGNATOF INTENTION TO BE MADE IN
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AFTER
ING SEPARATE TRACTS FOR
OF ACTUAL CLAIM
ADVANCE
RESEARCH.
EXHAUSTIVE
TRACT AVAILABILITY.
ENTRY

Cent

League-Chicag-

New York.

Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at Boston.

Is Your Money Bringing Good Returns to You?
No safer nor better pla.ee than a good farm loan; nets
you 6 per cent; no trouble, no expense; write or ca.ll
to see us for pa.rticula.rs

PEOPLES BANK

Boston, Aug. 22.
R. H. E.

I

TRUST CO.

L

CAPITAL $113,000,00,

.1 7 E
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literature
the law. This
efshares
a
study
shade
the
Cattle, receipts 2,000. Market steaaveraged
will
have
OF
CLUBS
THE
s
STANDING
creek in Colfax and' Mora counties.
on
change
This will bring the
-- Prime fed steers
subject. It has been read and critic- fect of
above yesterday's closing.dy.
the
designaHe asks five acre feet
$8.509; dress-edjbeevent
expediting
and
the
greatly
championship
Monday
ized
a
number
well
of
known
The
were:
by
sales
last
large
steers
western
law.
this
W. H. Hurst, C. C .Hurst, Walter
on Tuesday.
$7.508.50j
tion of lands under
National League
and nurses, and by many
73
physicians
steers
steers
southern
Amalgamated
Copper
$5.25
C.
Norma
Anto$68;
Shupe,
Hurst, all of
Club
Won Lost
mothers. To mention by name all
American Sugar, bid....
109
6.50; cows $3.506.50; heifers $4.75
nito, Col., have filed water applica
35
New York
78,
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Atchison
95
8.75; stockera and feeders $57.50;
tion with the state engineer for the those to whom the bureau is indebted
42
65
Philadelphia
for
valuable
aid in its
Jack "Twin" Sullivan vs. Soldier Northern Pacific
bulls $4.256.25; calves $5.509.25;
preparation
........111
BASEBALL NOTES
cubic foot per
appropriation of
53
62
Chicago
161
Kearns, 10 rounds at Buffalo.
Reading
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market steasecond from San Christobal creek for would be Impossible, but especial ap
60
53
Pittsburgh
be
Jess Willard vs. "Bull" Young, 20 Southern Paclfio
90
Lambs $6.257.25; yearlings
expressed of the
dy.
the irrigation of 640 acres, located preciation may
CO
50
Brooklyn Union Paclfio
. ..153
rounds, at Vernon, Calif.
wethers $4.505.25; ewes
about eight miles northeast of the gene.raus assistance of Dr. J. Morris
$4.256;
In Maisel, Cook and Williams, Man- Boston 64
47
63
Billy Bennett vs. Young Brown, 10 United States Steel
stockers and feeders
town of Arroyo Hondo in Taos county. Slemons, professor of obstretrics and ager Chance has three rookies who
$3.504.75;
4474
72
Cincinnati
at Rockaway Beach, N. Y. United States Steel, pfd
107
rounds,
$2.504.50.
Raymond T. Sanchez of Chilli!,- Ber- gynecology In the University of Cali look good enough to hold down reg- St. Louis
42
73
nalillo county, has filed a water appli- fornia.
ular berths with the Yankees.
This monograph is. addressed to the
Incation for the appropriation of water
American League
Harry Smith's Newark team has
"from Chilili creek to irrigate between average mother of this country. There creased its lead in the International
Club
Won Lost
is no purpose to invade the field of
eix and ten acres.
rm
F1
and now looks like a sure win- Philadelphia .
38
76
league
Paul A. Terry of Dayton, Eddy the medical or nursing professions, ner in the Barrow circuit.
47
C9
Cleveland
one of the
county, asks for permission to appro- but rather to furnish such statements
49
64
Cy Seymour, for years
Washington
priate three second feet from the Rio regarding hygiene and normal living best known big leaguers in the game, Chicago 56
63
Pesasco for the irrigation of 210 as every mother has a right to possess received his unconditional release Boston
58
54
in the interest of herself and her chilacres.
67
49
Detroit from the Buffalo club recently.
is fast St. Louis
B. F. Parks of Lake valley, asks for dren. A standard of life for the fam74
47
Manager Evers, of the Cubs,
one cubic foot a second from Beranda ily high enough to permit a woman
71
38
rid of his veteran players with New York
to conserve her strength" for her fam- getting
creek for the irrigation of 70 acres.
idea of building up a main m
the
Augusta Reuter of Roswell has ily, If she knows the facts essential youngsters for the season of 1914.
Western League
filed application for one cubic foot a for her guidance, is necessarily taken
Club
Won Lost
Honus Wagner is finding it nara u
second from Seven Mile draw for the for granted. The attempt Is made
43
79
muc
Denver
tne
ciassy
among
stay
here to present some of the most im53
star
9
Pirate
irrigation of 40 acres.
Moines
Des
famous
year. Of late the
Postmaster Nominated
.300 mark. Lincoln
portant of these facts.
68
65
the
under
has been batting
Walter P. Wilkinson has been nom
60
62
of Catcher Larry Mc- - St. Joseph
7 to 9
M.
transfer
The
7 to 9
inated by president Wilson to be post63
61
me
Omaha
to
Cincinnati
from
Lean
master at Santa Rita, Grant county,
66
of Ladies' House Dresses, worth tip to Warners Rust Proof Corsets, Lot No. 232, fronii
54
aives him a fine chance to share in Topeka
vice H .I Bartlett declined.
69
fall.
.
54
Sioux
this
pity
our regular stock, $1.50 values, special $i.f&r
the world's series money
$2.00, special
WITH THE BOXERS.
78
Brokerage Company Incorporates
-- .46
A record of winning' 17 out of 22 Wichita'.
Tllf Merchants' Brokerage company
the
HP I
games places Pitcher Cutting, of
Regular Great Regular 25c Wash Ties Our $1.25 Glaci Kid ine rramous
of Albuquerque filed incorporation
the
at
of
the
'
"Big Ed" Walsh, of the White Sox,
at
top
team,
Milwaukee
train
Jim
to
has
offered
JeJffries
with the state corporation
Values
at
camp
the
Comlskey
is
of
up
Well
flingers.
list
Known
Make
resting
association
Gloves
commission. The agent for the new Ad Wolgast and put the former cham- American
of the at Mercer, Wis. It is said the great
opeuai i lur
concern "will he H. C. Miller, Crom- pion lightweight back In the running. ; "Fence Breaker" Cravath,
InlOnyx and Eiffel
Kayser Silk Gloves,
29 runs during spltball artist Is not likely' to be able
In
Special
Jimmy Dime, the Pittsburgh promo- Phillies, pounded
well Tblock, Albuquerque. The capital
Hqiery of our 35c
65c values,
play- to return to the game this season.
other
regular
than
any
more
CO
or
ten
stock la $10,000, divided into $10 ter, is manager of more hoxers than July,
ralues, special
OOg
was able
National
league
in
the
ers
sta'rls"
business
The
man
in the country.
Special
hares.
company
any other
Returns on the strike vote being
Guaranteed fast colors In Black and Colors
with 7S5 shares subscribed divided
Manager Tommy Burns is anxious to drive home.
of
"the
taken
of
very
by telegraph cperators
The Giants are a bunch
among the lololwing: Ernest Myers, to match Arthur Pelkey against Jack
with the Northern Pacific railway indicate that
520 shares; Hugo Mueller,-24shares, .Tohnsori, the bout to take place in weak, hitters as compared
1- -3
1- -3
Phillies. It is not the batting but between 90 and 95 per cent favor
and H. C. Miller, 25 shares.
Paris.
statement
to
the
according
McGraw's
striking,
pitching
of
Harry Foley, the former San Fran- the great work
York at the of union officials. The men are ask
.LOW
Diarrhoea Quickly Cured
cisco hoxer, will train Champion Rit- staff that has kept New
ing Increased wages and lmprcved
"I was taken with diarrhoea and Mr. chie for his
bout with Freddie top.
coming
will
"Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded
Outfielders Wilson and Duncan, working conditions. No action
White
me to try a bottle of Chamberlain's Welsh.
until final
the
be
taken
operators
by
the
were
purchased by
Gunboat Smith says he is willing who recently
Colic,' Cholera and Diarrhoea Remreceived.
are
results
edy. After taking one dose of It I to meet Sam Langford 1 he is given Boston Braves from the Dallas club,
All
was cured. It also cured others that the
hitters
big end of tha purse. Sam de- have been among the heaviest
the symptoms of kidney
1 gave it to," writes M. E. Gebhart,
Sometimes
Texas
season
in
the
the
league.
busi- of
Oriole, Pa. That is not at all unusual. clares he Is not In the fighting
bladder trouble are so P'aln tnaf
Jesse Burkett has his Worcester and
The
An ordinary attack of diarrhoea can ness for love of the game.
no one can mistake them. Backache,
team going at top speed and expects weak and lame back with soreness r
almost invariably by cured by ope or
NECKT
two doses of this remedy. It is one
Carl Lundgren, the former Univer- his boys to be resting at the pinnacle
the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumatsuccessful
most
Off on Wash
preparations
the
of
of Illinois player and later at when the curtain falls on the New ism, dull headache, and disturbed
EJ'
rtA
.
i'
Specia
iuat has been discovered. Thousands sity
trouble
a
all
are
Indications
of
race1.
sleep,
(ktj gjj
'have testified to its value. For sale pitcher with the Cubs, has been ap- England league
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
Adv. pointed ,onr-lfor the University of
fry all dealers.
them.
Dresses
N.M.
and
Try
permanently.
The Order of Railroad Telegraphers quickly
Michigan baseball nine in succession
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
to Haunch Rickey.
gained 872 members in June.
Store. Adv.
.Subscribe for The Optic.
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The entire stock of the HUB Clothing Company has been purchased at
bankrupt sale at a ridiculously low price by the undersigned, and will be
closed out at prices never before heard of in Las Vegas
Remember this stock is nearly all new fresh goods of the latest styles and
patterns, and many of the lines are still unbroken
WE.

3

Men's shirts of all kinds, colored and white, plain
and plaited. Outing shirts, working shirts.
BUG

The line of underwear offered at this sale is about
as complete as any in the city, both silk and cotton,
union and two piece.
,

Pull J$&SOitnQnt of SizGG:nd CoioiG

ASSORTMENT

(HIshHb

03
An elegant line of fashionable neckties of every
conceivable pattern, all new styles and colors. The
cut in this line is more than 50 per cent.
,

Fall Lino of Linen GollQfs

Latest John B. Stetson Hats in many different
patterns will be sold at astonishingly low prices but
they, like the rest of this fine stookmust go andgo
quick. Other good makes of hats in the stock.
i

(wum
Don't fail to visit the shoe department while in the
store. Some of the greatest bargains will be found
here. Some of the lines are broken as to sizes, but if
you find what you want you find a decided bargain.
'

if i
'

in both dress and work gloves if
-

l',''50ti.s';..--

'

)bfija

The stock of overalls is large andf complete
asjto
sizes.

Com and Gmt What You DaesJ

'

A good line, broken as to sizes, but big bargains
b'5.!-

-

i

A

t
81

.I

17q Cat;

i

r

An immense line of men's and boy's caps in both
cloth and leather.
i

Homo onil Scq a iianz

if

17.

There are many other articles thai cannot be mentioned, but when you visit the store just
ask for what you want. If it belongs ifi a clothing store, you will find it
Remember this sale will last justa few days, and in order to get what you want, it is well
not to put off coming
A
.
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VI AC OH
UY AN AUTO DELIVERY
lam
at Minimum txpmnma
Deliver
Insure Prompt

OF

and more customers whom you can
Quick delivery means satisfied customers
in operation cheaper than horse power
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable
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ORDER

CONCATENTATED

Shall We
Go This
Summer?

MEET AT FMSCO

'

4

SNARK OF UNIVERSE, GRAND AND
JUNIOR
BOJUM,
AND
JABBERWOCK
OTHERS WILL ATTEND.
HOO-H00-

K

A

i

j

.

I'

lll

l

me

Where

WILL

I100-IIU0- S

That fam
ed organization, the Concatenated Orin
will concatenate
der of
Inter
splendor at the Panama-Pacifi- c
national exposition in San Francisco

Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outing. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the Santa Fe's summer tour specialists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you will find it
invaluable.

in 1915.
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Hoo-Hoo-

y.

1

v

from
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars

Agents

CHARLES tLFELD COMPANY,

$1,059

The Snark of the Universe, the Se
,
the
the Jnnior
nior Hoo-HoBojum, the Scriventor, the Jabber-wock- ,
the Custocatian, th? Arcanoper,
the Gurdon and all the lesser potentates and ran kand file of the order
have decided to come and at a recent
meeting energetic steps were taken
for the erection on the exposition
grounds of a Lumbermen's building
for the celeand House of Hoo-Hobration, of the completion of the Panama canal.
The order, which numbers 15,000
members scattered through 17 countries, and is composed of lumbermen,
foresters, and others connected with
the lumber industry, has" appointed a
board of governors for the lumbermen's building and House of Hoo-Hoto design the general plan and to
raise $50,000 for the contemplated
structure, which will exhibit the lumber industry, one of the largest in the
United States. This will be in addition to the exhibits of forestry in the
palace of agriculture, for there will
bo no independent forestry building
at the exposition.
is one of
The Order of Hoo-Hothe most famous bodies of its kind
in the world. It was organized at
Gurdon, Arkansas, in January, 1892,
by six lumbermen and lumber newswho
found themselves
papermen
stranded at that little place in a washout, and the order has grown with
celerity. While it is of recent birth,
its underlying idea dates back to the
Cedars of Lebanon and even into the
remote antiquity of early Egypt, from
which it gets its ritual and nomencla
ture, and also its symbol the Black
Cat, sacred to the Egyptians, with its
nine lives, typical of the object of the
order, wihch is the promotion of che
health, happiness and long life of the
The number "nine"
fellow HooHoos.
The conis used wherever possible.
Nine.
is
the
Supreme
trolling body
The initiation fee is $9.00 and the
dues 99 cents. The regular meetings
of the order are held on the 9th day
of the ninth month of the year (September) and are called to order nine
minutes past nine a. m. although cats,
black and white, yellow and Just
plain are usually more gregarious at
night than in the day time.
It is proposed to make the House
at the exposition the most
of Hoo-Hostriking of its kind ever seen, either
in or out of any other exposition. It
will exploit the ordes, which produces

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

CO L U M

59 T

demonTelephone or call and we will have our
strator show you

Las
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Whaler),

Phone Main 344
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Fowler Preps

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

o

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
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HOSPITAL
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LECTURE
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PASSION PLAY

ing something
you 'd do hny
way when you
learn how Much

Dr. F. H. H. ROBERTS, Sept. 8
HUMOR

and

f you use

It s giving you
I a present for do- -

I
of

Spoon

EMPRESS
FLOUR

W. G. WARD, Aug. 25

PATHOS

TRAVEL

Better EMPRESS

Col.R.B.TWITCHBLL,Sept. 22
SOLDIERS of the CROSS

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
THE HOLY LAND
-

SEASON TICKETS. .....

SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS
CHILDREN UNDER

12 YEARS

Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West
and East
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
I use
i'ves universal satisfaction and
Com-- n,lv Foley's Honey and Tar
C.
E.
Rhodes,
.ound for my children."

51,50
50c

1

1

W. M.,

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than 'two
All
lines
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.
sent promptly, if you address

0. L BATCHELOR
Agent

L'is

Vesfits, Jf. 31.

33c

Midileton. Ga.. writes, "I had a rack.
ing lagrippe cough and finally got re
lief takinsr Foley's Honey ana 1 ar torn
oound." Use no other in your family
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store, Adj.

FLOUR realb
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE .COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
DDiiire v ai I TUC

V

SPOON --IT- 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

SILVER

PLAT- E-

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ob
9
tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

I

Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

CHAPTER

NO. 3, ROY

ARCH, MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E.

Wanted

'

Baily, Treasurer.

Easi Scund
Arrive

second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
F
Satis
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
fUK SAL.1;, Horse, good size, no Secretary.
pony, tough, 9 years old; used to
35 mile trips, single or
double
OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
worth $100. What offer? 803 Jack
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
son avenue.
'cmrth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
FOR SALE Bargain;
house, are
cordially invited. Richard Devine,
ell stable and fruit orchard;
city G. K. ; Frank Angel, F. S.
water; three lots. 918 Lincoln ave,
B.

O. ELKS

P.

Meets

r

.

CALL FOR BIDS
Sealed proposals will be received at
the office of the county clerk of San
Aliguel county. New Mexico, at Las
Vegas, New Mexico, until 2:00 p. m. FOR RENT Rooms fo.r light house
September 20th, 1913, for the construckeepin, 721 Fourth street.
bridge--spa- ns
tion of a four-spato
be forty (40) feet each and the width FOR RENT Five rooms furnished
of the bridge to be sixteen feet in the
modern, centrally located. Inquire
clear. Piers and abutments to be of
Mary R. Allen, 1012 Eleventh street

For Rant

n

concrete.
Bids will be received on plans with FOR RENT Two room furnished
and without concrete floor.
house. 921 Lincoln.
The location of the bridge is at the
foot of Independence avenue, & the FOR RENT Furnished Cottage. 417
Eighth Street.
crossing of the Rio Gallinas.
Plans and specifications maw be
seen-a- t
the office of the aforesaid FOR RENT Five room cottage on
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.
county clerk or at the office of GeWge

der.
The bidders are invited to submit al
ternate plans for the consideration of
the Board of County Commissioners.
The Board of County Commission
ers reserves the right to reject any
and all bids.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
SAN MIGUEL,
T?v
PinEL ORTIZ.

Chairman.

LORENZO DELGAPO, Clerfk.
(Seal of Board).
August 5th, A. D. 1933.

U7T0M0BILE,

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

1...
3..
7..

.

9..

.

.
.

1:28
6:10
4:20
6:35

p.
p.

m.

a.

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

.

p.

a.,
p.
p.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker

1200

Phone Main 227

-

--

A
lasting

AMD

I

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,C0O lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

.20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100

lb

100 Ibi.
100 Ibi
100 lbs.
100 lb.

6 OA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters,

Storers. and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
ol Whtoh Have Made Las Vega Famous.

Qualitien

OFFICE

701

DOUGLAS AVENUE

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.

Important to Dyspeptics
that Chamberlain's
Tables improve the appetite, strength.
en tfe digestion and regulate the
liver hd bowels. Just what you need.
Adv.
For sae by all dealers.

Are Best

Belr in mind

Market Finders

Subaribe for The Optic.

NOTICE.
to

2

.0
V

m.
m.
m.
m.

ATTORNEYS

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

CARRIAGE

O

'

Depart

m...
m...
m...

p.

m.
m.
m.
m.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery .. '
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50c
'
per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.

,
d Fishing
The La Jara Hunting
ciub has leased the La 3a.ru and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
nunt or
person will be allowed
mem
except
fish upon this property
gopersons
all
of
the
and
bers
club,
to show
ing there must be prepared
a membership card in this organiza
tion. Otherwise they vill be arreBt
ed for,tTespasslng.
THE LA JABA HUNTING

Depart

m.. . . 9:15
m.. ..11:05

p.
p.
a. m., ..2:10 a.
p. m. . . . 2:10 p.
West Bound
p.
p.

GUVSYAL 1GE

SIGN PAINTING

O.

i

No. 2.. . 9:10
No. 4.. .11:05
No , 8.. . 2:05
No. 10.. . 1:45

Attorneys-at-LaKNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
New Mexico
Meets in Las Vegas,
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
DENTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Ladies always welcome. O. L.,Fiers-man- ,
Dentist
FinanD.
A.
Tillman,
President;
Dental work of any description at
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
moderate prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Math 136
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
East Las Vegas, N. M.

H. Morrison, county engineer.
A bond in the sum of One Thousand
Professional Health Culture for Ladies
($1,000) Dollars, with two sufficient
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
sureties, residents of tVi county of General
Hair and Scalp
Massage,
San Miguel, New Mexico, conditioned
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
tie
for the faithful performance of
Plaza Hotel
conditions of the bid, must accompanV Office hours 1:30
p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
I
each bid.
It Is proposed that the said bridgH BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
shall be completed prior to the firsq Mrs. Little has
opened rooms at 918
day of April, A. D. 1914.
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Mas- A satisfactory bond in the sum of Lnp'o
Onlv latest mpthnrta nra em.
ten thousand dollars, with two suffi- w R m tQ R
Hours
cient sureties residents of the county
No work done on Saturdays ex- of San Miguel, New Mexico, or satisPrice 50c
?pt by appointment.
factory surety boiW of the said ppointments made for work at ladies'
amount, conditioned for the accurate
lpmes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
and fathful performance of the conPrice $1.00
tract for the building of said bridge,
will be requhd of the successful bid-

AND FISHING CLUB.

LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz,
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Trustee.
1.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
S. Meets first and third Fridays
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN L
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth Mondays of
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. each month at 8
p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Main 329.
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Montague,
WANTED Girl at Harvey's ranch.
members are especially welcome and
NO.
FRATERNAL. BROTHERHOOD
cordially Invited.
102
WANTED
Meets
native
every Monday night at
Young
girl for light
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
housework. 414 Columbia.
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
LOCAL TIME CARD
WANTED Experienced dining room dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presi
help. Plaza hotel.
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H,

Postmaster Antoine Delorla, Gardner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
those troubled with kidney and bladder iregularities, and says "From my
own experience I can recommend Foley Kidney Pills. My father also was
cured of kidney disease, and many
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney

Attest:

E. ROSENWALD
I. O. of B. B. Meets

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS

RANSFORD

the material out of which the exposi WANTED Girl for general house
almost wholly are
work.
tion structures
Mrs. I. Appel, 1011 Eighth
made lumber.
street.

)

J.

LOPGE NO. 541,
every first Tues.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day of the month in the vestry rooms
Reg-la- r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock D.
conelave pc 4 Tua- - m.
Visiting brothers are cordially inday in each month at Ma vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
sonic Temple at 7:3 p. m. O. H.
Greenclay, Secretary.
Kink el, K. C; Chas. Tamme,

AL

Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?

CAFE

Meets second an3
fourth Thursday evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited.' Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhlll, Secretary.' -

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
sach month. Visiting
brothers cordially Incited. Wn P. MUls.
H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

LAS VEGAS

,

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
n. Ravnolds. Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Cashier.
Hallett Raynolds,

Capital,

ADVEP-

TISEMENTS

.

R.

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

TOR CLASSIFIED

AND

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE

CHAPMAN

A.

RATES

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Why Not Visit

o

OVERLAND MODEI'

OPTIC

LOBBY

8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD3 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

IliT

San Francisco, Aug. 22.
Hoo-Ho-

Bhe

mU search oat the people o wnom amonj au
who MIGHT BUY the particular thlag Is worth mott.

Classified

That property rou want to sell is WORTH MOST io KWieet
who reads the ads. In thl nwspaper end would aever sea n
your property unlese It were advertised here.
Others, who read and anaer ads. in this newspaper want
b for) books, automobiles, ued Machinery
and furniture, articloa of siseJulneas of any sort, and muilca!
atrumeuta.

are anxious to pay

Am the classified aOs, are read by all possible buyeis, of Hi
lble sorts of thiags, they kate come io be finders of thi h
keta.
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subscription to the Las

Vegas Optic for "Z,Z for which
to pay in advance $
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Please enter my subscription to the Las
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light automobile lamps at
o'clock this evening.

ivIisW

Til

THIEF

GETS SENTENCE

6:27

(JFTHBEEYF'aRS

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon

at the Opera Bar,

Friday, august

Adv.

22, 1913

PERSONALS
J. E. Clark of Santa Fe was a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
R. M. Ellison of Santa Rosa was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
County Assessor M. A. Sanchez left
this morning for his ranch at San-

m

ill

er--

We have a limited supply of slightly used Mason Jars to dispose of at the following prices.'

Folks, our spring and summer stock ALBERT CHAVEZ 'GETS JUSTICE chez.
'
MEASURED Oj-- r WTH EXCEEDof suits must be sold regardless of
John
Brunton of Shoemaker arrived
ING PROMPTNESS
BUT DOES in the
Adv.
price before September 1.
city last night for a several
NOT, SEE M T0 mind, Jays 'visit here.
The solo bv Mrs. F. L. Reiman at
Charles Franell of Raton was a
We have a complete line of new Mason and
Albert Chavez, who was arrested yes- - business
the lecture Monday night for the ben
WE HAVE
visitor in the city today from
efit of the hospital fund will be a terdP.y afternoon by Chief of Police his home at Raton.
the lowest prices in the city.
Economy
musical treat
liA Coles, was this morning arraign
F. C. Searle, a'cbmmercial business
Celery
ed before Judge D. R-- Murray on a man of El Paso, was a nusiness visGeorge A. Smith' Is a Las Veeaa charge ot burglary, to which he plead itor in the city today.
musical favorite and his solo. Monday ed guilty. He was then taken before
Mrs. T. A. Hayden of Santa Fe
night at the lecture in, the opera house District Judge D. J. Leahy where he came over last night for a short visit
will he greatly appreciated.
was sentenced to serve from two and with friends in Las Vegas.
a hall years to three years at hard
J. H. Hicks, a well known rancher
623 Dougla-.
Finch's Golcen Wedding Rye, aged labor for his crime.
of Santa Rosa, came in last night from
in wood. Direct from the distillery
Chavez seemed disposed to say lit- that place for a visit In Las Vegas,.
to you. At the Lbby, of course.
tle in the court and when asked by
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Stern of Santa
Adv. Judge Leahy if he wished to make Fe came over last
evening for a few
any statement as to why he should days visit with friends in Las Vegas
C W. G, Ward's illustrated lecture not be sentenced to the nenit
Miss Katherine Drake pf Hodges
on the Oberammergau Passion play he
remained silent. The train of ev came in this afternoon to he the guest
will be treated from the viewpoint of ents
seemed to be a matter of course of Miss Helen Kelly for the coming
YOUR MONEY
MOST
a close observer who spent some time with him and he showed no
of few days.
signs
on the ground.
'C. W. Dickson of LaCrosse, Wis.,
sorrow. The crime committed by Cha
vez is sufficient to send him to the arrived in Las Vegas la3t night and
J. A. Papen is again comfortably
state penitentiary for a term from 10 will be a business visitor here for
business in tie navy department toin his old place on National
quartered
REAL
several days.
to 30 years.
THE NAVY HADE
day.
avenue, after having been located two
W. C. Kelm, representative of the
Chavez's young wife was in the
To establish on each ship a school
man is doors east since the fire rieKtrnvB t,j court room when the sentence was Occidental Life Insurance company of
enlisted
the
for
instruction
of
TRAINING SCHOOL
business house last July.
is a business visitor in
at present. These ship
imposed but she showed no signs of Albuquerque,
my aim
Las Vegas today.
schools shoeld be open not exclusively
opposition.
Come in and look over
John Rudolph came in this noon
SAYS DANIELS
the values
It is understood that Mrs. Chavez
to the exceptional man, but to each
all
wool
the southern part of the state,
from
cassameres
and
that
board.
on
worsteds we will sue for divorce at once. She
I purpose
young man
Earl Herzog, formerly a resident of
offer at such ridiculously low
where he has been on business for
MORE
TRAMPLING
man
shall
enlists
who
last
stated
that
prices.
had she known
Las Vegas and well known here, ar
every young
night
SECRETARY of
depart- be given at the outset an opportunity ii 10 ?a values, for J8.45, $11.45, that her husband had once been sen the past few days.
rived last night from his present home
ment DISCUSSES MATTER IN to chose for himself what line of $12.45 aid $15. Taichert's Clothing tenced to the state reform school Mrs. Lattie Roe of Hillsboro, Ore., in St. Louis. He will remain here OF LAWNS BY
Store
POPULAR MAGAZINE FOR CUR- Ad, that she would not have married him. arrived in Las Vegas yesterday after- for several days visiting friends and
training he wishes to pursue, whether
noon and will locate here. She was
RENT MONTH.
He had always hel da fair reputation
it be electricity, radiography, carpen
relatives.
An ordinance is now
by her children.
accompanied
IN THE FUTURE
drawn
being
in
A party composed of Mr. and Mrs.
Pueblo, according to her, although
try, machinery, plumbing, painting,
Mr. and Mrs. M. Bernheim of Denup by the city attorney establishing
It is my ambition as secretary of shipfitting, coppersmithing,
he frequently became intoxicated.
W.
Mrs.
H.
D.
Raynolds, Mr. and
ver arrived in Las Vegas yesterday E.
the office of city dairy Inspector. This
the navy to make the navy a great
Mrs. Chavez will perhaps return to
boilermaking,
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr.,
a
with
for
friends.
visit
short
They
ordinance
will
'
be published in a few her
CITY OFFICERS INSTRUCTED TO"
university, wjth college extension, hospital
commissary
Mrs. Charles
stewardship,
parents in Pueblo although she
Spless, Mrs. W. C.
ENFORCE ORDINANCES TO THE
hi'h school extension, and primary stewardship, bookkeeping, stenography days. It is causing great interest at the present time disposed to re were accompanied by their daughter. Bailey, Mrs. J. W.
M.
Mrs.
Raynolds,
Miss Laura 'Heller of Chicago left
LETTER AND ARREST ALL PERextension, all on board Bhip. Every or any of the other occupations for among the various dairymen.
main in Las Vegas and seek work as
Dii Magnin, Tom LaRue and James
yesterday afternoon for her home at
SONS BREAKING THEM.
uhip should be a school, and every which the' navy is prepared to fit him
her marriage with Chavez was against that
came in this afternoon from
With the heavy rain or last
place after having been the guest Raynolds
officer should tie a schoolmapter. In When he has made his choice he
night her parents' wishes and had been
been
have
where
Mound,
Wagon
they
of friends here for the past few weeks.
this way we rasa give the young man should be assigned to a regular course the new surfacing that has been laid kept secret.
Mayor R.. J. Taupert this morning
for the past two days.
Mr.
E.
A.i Paddock
Mrs.
and
on
and
Sixth
street
will
his
to
pobe
exin
better
his rightful chance
placed
announced
that in regard to the city
All articles that were stolen
andi given regular instruction in the
of
Superintendent Stephen Powers
by children drove in yesterday afternoon
cellent shape. Yesterday afternoon
Ordinance requiring cows to be drivsition, and at Che same time benefit kind of work that he has selected.
the
left
Pura
Lnavez
last
yesterAgua
were
company
Wednesday night
from their home at Hagerman for a
the navy by increasing the knowledge wish to emphasize the fact that I in the city roller was used on this found and returned to their owners.
en through the alleys of the city that
in Las Vegas. They made the day evening for La Junta where he
visit
stretch
of
road
and
the
street
was
of
its
and usefulness
personnel.
will
on
tend to see that first of all every rolled into
be
not
business for several days. city officers had been instructed to
been made trip in an automobile.
Arrangements Jiave
good shape.
Tt Is not easy to secure the full
man is given his choice, and
to when Chavez will be taken to
as
Mr.
is inspecting the ice traf- enforce this ordinance to the most
Powers
young
B.
C.
Timmons of New Holland, O.,
complement ol young men of charac- - second, that he actually receives that
minute detail. Herder boys who'
A false alarm was turned in this Santa Fe and until that time he will arrived In Las VegaB yesterday and fic in that city and is making arrange
er needed each year to man our ships. kind of instruction which he elects
be
confined
in
ments
the
for
the
melon
county jail. There will remain here for seevral days as
icing
large
crop drive the cows belonging to the resimorning at 4 o'clock from the Charles
To stimulate enlistments it has been The rest must
upon the young Ilfeld
has been much' comment on the cap- - the guest of his brother Pryor Tim- there. The ice business out of Las dents of the city to pasture in the
depend
company house on the West
necessary to resort to recruiting Eta- man himself. Secretary Daniels in
in which Chief Coles hand mons.
Vegas this year is the heaviest yet morning and return with them in the
side. The alarm Wfln turn ol n - aWe
and
recruiting
parties
tions, traveling
Mechanics.
led
case.
this
on
Popular
the
Mrs. J. C. McMahon and daughter, known according to official informa- evening usually drive these animals
Starting work
the automatic apparatus and was
advertisements.
a- clew of
robberies
without
Miss
de
any
Anna, left this afternoon for tion, over 15 cars a day are being by throwing rocks at them. The anipromptly responded to by the E. RoWe are all familiar with the gaily
mals leave the alleys and before the
pANAMA FORTIFICATION SCORED mero Hose
he spotted this man where their home at Clovis, after having used.
scriptipn
company.
colored advertisements of the nary
The Hague, Aug. 22 "Two million
boys can stop them tramp the lawns
the average officer would have given been visitors' with friends in Las
showing the American bluejacket in women in America protest against
and yards of the residents. Hereafcase.
the
Chavez
Had
few
up
ever
for
the
left
past
days.
Vegas
The worst lightning and thundera natty costume, doing all sorts of the fortification of the Panama canal,"
ter the herders will be forced to lead
Mrs. C. L. H. Baily and daughter,
storm seen in Las Vegas this summer Las Vegas there is little doubt but
Interesting things.. One of the chief was the assertion made today before
the cows from the city and they have
that
the
stolen
Marie
would
never
returned
Mann,
property
yesterday from
features of these advertisements is the peace congress by Mrs. May was in order last night. Heavy flash- have been
bden informed to this effect.
IN CONGRESS.
TODAY
Denver.
recovered.
Miss
Mann
has
been
es
of lightning originating in the east
visiting
the offer to young men, as an Induce Wright Sewall of Indianapolis. She
It can be easily seen that this form
there for seevral weeks and was
r'ont'to enlist, of the opportunity to drew a round of applause from the lighted the city freqeentiy during the
will prove beneficial in every wa.
JEROME
DIES
FIELDINtt
her
mother
two
weekB
joined
by
ago.
lrarn one of more than a score of delegates .as she added: "The canal evening. The rainfall was also heavy This
The driving of the cows from the city
morning at 2 o'clock Jerome ' Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Moyes and famdid a great amount of eood all
and
;
world
trades.
Washington, Aug. 22. Senate: In by the use of
whole
free
the
to
for
be
J. Fielding, better known as Jerrey ily and friends, making a party of 17,
ought
sharp rocks and sticks
response to Sutherland resolution. is far from
When I
secretary of the and should be adorned with statues of over he country.
Fielding, died after an illness of sev- arrived in Las Vegas yesterday evenfor the animals
healthy
nay, I deferrdned to find out if the peace at its entrance." Dr. William
report as they are frequently cut and in
eral years at St. Anthony's hospital. ing by wagon from Santa Rosa and Secretary McAdoo submitted
new
A
postoffice has been establish
Springs, a
young men who had been attracted to F. Slocum of Colorado
Fielding was well known In Las will spend several weeks in the vicin- showing nearly $10,000,000 would be jured internally by this, or
fast
the navy by these advertisements member of the Carnegie foundation ed at Hill, oona Ana county, four and Vegas, having resided here for several ity of the Y. M. C. A. camp on a camp- saved by importers holding goods in driving. The leading of them by
out will
one-hamiles north of Dona Ana.
bonded
warehouses
new
for
the
were really getting what had been for the advancement of teaching, oftariff.
He was native of Connecticut, ing trip.
overcome both evils. The animals
Cora 0. Pierce has been commissioned years.
Consideration of tariff bill resumed then will
promise! tr.om. I soon reached the fered a resolution "inviting the United
his home being in Meriden.
E. S. Cobb, who has been playing
He renot trample the lawns and
conclusion that only in exceptional States government never to fortify postmaster at this place. Louis A. ceived his education there and spent with the St. Louis Motion Picture Senator Waren making vigorous at- scatter about the
streets.
tack on free wool.
cases has the navy been making good the waterway." It was laid on the Chandler has been appointed nost- - the larger part of his life in business company at Albuquerque for the
An especially dangerous
past
master
crossing
at
Cimarron in Colfax county there. He was taken ill three
its promises. I found that It was only table.
Lobby investigating committee con for cows is Sixth street.
years few weeks, arrived in Las Vegas last
Automobiles
and
John
F.
Sweaza
has
been
man
aoDnintof exceptional merit
the young
ago and came to this city. Mr, Field. night for a visit here. Mr. Cobb han- - tinued its hearing, with inquiry into, and coveyances of all kinds
including
' "
and ability, or with unusiii l determina- CAMBRIC ONLY CLUE JO puma ed to hold a similar position at Cor-linwas an accomplished
J ;i
musician! dies rrfa tak?H Jy the western riders tariff commission.
f
the street cars are at times forced
in
Union
rumpa,
"of
tion to learn a useful trade, who was
New York, Aug. 22. A piece
House: Considered miscellaneous to
county.
ajul several times" daring' J1!8 residence j fttttl !? an except!6naiiy good
stop to allow the herds of cows to
really getting the kind of instruction bright colored cambric was the prin- bills,
here appeared with the best orches
There is danger of the animals
pass.
which all who enlist had been led
Superintendent Rufus Mead nf th tras, He had ten employed during
Lobby committee's inquiry continu- being killed there. All those herders
tjcipal clue iC7, In the investigation
ed on attempts to Influence"" '"loan who have not been informed as
believe would be afforded them. I de' of the city hall bomb mystery. The city schools today announced that all the past year with the state road gang,
yet
children
who
are
to
shark
bill action.
four
the
around
attend
th
must
will he notified this week and this
cambric was wrapped
elded then that either the navy
r,hun having charge of a gang of convicts
"
schools
this year must he vaccinated at Santa Rosa and other places in the
in
Representative Murray, of Massachu- ordinance will be strictly enforced
Stop publishing such advertisements, sticks of dynamite found yesterday
setts before Interstate commerce com- beginning today.
or else it must give the young, man an areaway directly below Mayor either before entering the school next state. He was well liked by all his
month or within two weeks artor men and gained for himself a reputamission urged action on his resolution
all that the advertisements promiee. Gaynors' window.
i J3
for information on Pennsylvania anThe bomb was anything but a hoax, school has opened. In order that the tion as an overseer. He is survived
I Intend to do the latter. In intend
,
his father, one brother and several
thracite mine ownership.
to sea that the young man wh in for the fuse had been lighted and had ill effects Of tho nnuraflrti
uyv.iB.uw may i.ue by
FEDERAL
yODNDATSV
over
who
sisters
the
reportcommittee
reachin
reside
time
Meriden.
favorably
that
by
of
the
the gone out just before
Funeral
Library
spark
good faith accepts the promise
ed senate resolution authorizing Presnavy to teach him a useful trade shall ed the detonator. An exploalon would Superintendent Mead suggests that arrangements have not been made as
TRIAL BEGINS AT
ident Wilson to accept from British
this week. yet
have abundant opportunity to learn. I have cade in the side of the building. the children be
Pitt.
William
admirers
of
bust
consider, that to give the enlisted hia
OH aceotr'nt of
GOOD RANGE AT BEULAK
Adjourned at 1:12 p. m. until noon
San Francisco will have ho Labor
the disagreeable
LEAVENWORTH
tint, chance which as an ambitious
Ro'inaine
The
in
on
our
comseason
weather
Monday.
is
haying
American he demands Is my chief Day parade-thiyear.
Melding and has
company have not been able to get munity and the crop Is heavy. Almost
LOSE FORMER NEW MEXICAN REAL ESINSURGENT , DEMOCRATS
in any work, this week.. The
rainy daily showers, however, areretarding
season is due to end within the next the work, but compensate in a measAug. 22 The insurg-en- t
Washington,
TATE OPERATOR AND HIS WIFE
l
democrats' proposition to Include
.'
i
week, according to the weather man, ure by giving a luxuriant growth of
FACE CHARGES OF USING MAILS
in the administration currency bill a
and then no doubt the company will grass on the mountain range.
TO DEFRAUD.
find time to overwork. Mr. Fielding,
proposition against Interlocking direcThe Wertz brothers with their famtorates among banks was virtually
aitnough behind in his work at the ilies are on an outing to the Sapello
Leavenworth .Kas., Aug 22. Mr.
We
headdefeated in the house caucus today. and Mrs. Don MounDay of Topetta.
present time, will be able to catch up for two or three weeks.
A motion to table the adminsiration were
The Barker hoys, Baw, pursued, overwithin several weeks providing the
arraigned here this afternoon beplan to send the "insurgent" amend- fore United States Commissioner Lee
weather remains clear so that work took and slew two cinnamon bears
ment to the judiciary committee was Bond. They pleaded not guilty to
can be done. "The Rattlesnake" has a few days since, and chased a third
voted down 13 to 60.
of using the mails to defraud
not been comnleted as yet but as soon one.
,.
Jn
in connection with the promotion of
S.
as conditions are favorable will be
L. Barker and wife are just in
HALDANE COMING
a sugar land company. The com'mls-slone- r
finished. Mr. Fielding will immedi return from on overland trip to Rio
Haldane
22.
Viscount
Aug.
London,
then proceeded1 to hear witately write several other scenarios Arriba county.
has
Great
of
Britain,
chancellor
lord
s
on
the
exact
nesses,
the
west
cf
side
The report is that the
figures
Although
STRAWBERRIES AND
booked passage on the Cunard liner
popular player contest have not been the range has been very dry throughLusitania, sailing from. Liverpool toreceived in Las Veeas as yet it was out the year, and that crops and grass
Over 300,000 women are engaged in
DAY
CHERRIES EVERY
morrow for New York. After spend- the
announced here today that Mr. Field are exceedingly short.
profession of teaching in the
f
million votes.
ing a few days in New York Lord United States.
The fruit crop in the Taos country
ing won by over
Hadlane will proceed direct to MontAs soon as the accurate count is is heavy.
real to deliver an address at the contaken the figures will be published.
Rev. Imhof lost
wav while on a
vention of the American Bar associafound
trip to Hermit's peak, and was
,'
tion.
headat- Beulah late in the
afternoon,
"HARVEY'S"
ed for the north pole. ; A warm supPetitions are being circulated in
Famous mountain ranch; 3lst sea per and warm hoA nut fresh energy
The Ideal Mountain Resort
to Initiate a law exclcdlng all
Arizona
son. Old management; old rates, car in the parson's
per
and
by
anatomy,
Phones Main 20 and OHve 5174
workmen from
PHONE MAIN 4 and 2
but
riage out every Saturday. Leave
sistent persuasion he was induced to
the mines of Arizona.
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
return.

Make

CHOW

Half Gallons C5c - Quarts 50c
Pints 40c

CIIOW-PICALIL- LI

Jars at

Cauliflower,

Green Tomato

3 & SOD

Cucumbers

Chile Peppers

Mango Peppers

s

,

STEARNS' STORE
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HEAT FOR

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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SANITARY

BAKERY GOODS

THE BEST THAT

CAN BE MADE

AT THE HOME of THE BEST

a.re
quarters for fresh

OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

Vegetables

,

Fruits

and

Season

RICHELIEU CANNED GOODS

The Best That Money Can Buy

one-hal-

THE GRAAF & IIAYWARD
CO. STORE

C.D.BOUCHER

EL PORVENIR

English-Bpeakln-

g

